MAPPING & BACKGROUND
INFORMATION
The purpose of this section is to provide context to the corresponding attached maps that have
been prepared for the 2040 Comprehensive Plan Update (“2040 Plan”). This initial set of maps
provides background context from which to begin the planning process.
Some of the maps included in this report are provided for reference and background information
and may not necessarily be included within the final Comprehensive Plan document; however,
it is included in this report because of how clearly some of the community and neighborhood
characteristics and patterns are demonstrated physically through the mapping analysis.
Additionally, some of the information shown on the maps spatially describes and supports the
information contained in the previous Socio-Economic, Housing, and Market Trends sections of the
background analysis, which provides updated demographics and housing information and tables
that will be included as part of the 2040 Plan.
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EXISTING LAND USE (GENERALIZED)
The existing generalized land use map is a data set compiled using information provided/available
from the City of Faribault.
The information in this map clearly demonstrates the current development pattern of the community
that generally shows a wide range of land uses and opportunities.
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FUTURE LAND USE PLAN (2030 PLAN)
Map 2 is taken directly from the City’s 2030 Comprehensive Plan, and no changes have been made.
This map is simply a starting point from which the 2040 Plan is developed. The Future Land Use
Plan will be updated to reflect any changes or modifications desired as determined through this
2040 Plan update process.

The 2030 Comprehensive Plan guides significant acreage increases for new industrial use (253%),
new residential use (+120%), and commercial use (+107%). In contrast, other uses not guided for
significant additional acreage are: park use (+19%), right-of-way use (<1%), schools (0%), public/
semi-public use (-1%), and railroad -7%).

Future Land Use Classification

Total (Acres)

Percent of Total

3,284

31

Medium Density Residential

834

8

High Density Residential

158

2

Community Commercial

99

1

Highway Commercial

545

5

Downtown

57

<1

Mixed Use

24

<1

Industrial

250

2

Industrial Park

909

9

Park

1,659

16

Public – Semi Public

1,078

10

Right-of-Way

1,278

12

Railroad

133

1

Schools

395

4

10,703

100

Low Density Residential

Grand Total
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Map 2: Faribault 2030 Comprehensive Plan, Future Land Use Plan
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TR A FFI C A N D CR AS H DATA
The City’s road system is important to the movement of people and goods. A road system should
have a hierarchy of roads and streets to safely and efficiently allow for a variety of travel needs,
whether that is a short journey within a neighborhood by walking or biking, across the city via
transit, or to other destinations outside of the city via automobile.

Map X displays the Faribault currently network of roads and streets with indicators showing
vehicular traffic volumes and areas with a higher frequency of severe crashes. The vast majority of
the City’s streets (shown as white on the map) carry a low volume of traffic (under 100 vehicles per
day). Important thoroughfares, however, connect neighborhoods to one another as well as the City
to more distant destinations.

Based on traffic volumes, the most important roadways are Interstate 35, State Highway 21 (Lyndale
Avenue North), State Highway 60, Rice County Highway 28 (Lyndale Avenue South), and State
Highway 3. With the exception of Lyndale Avenue, which functions as a business route for Interstate
35, all of these roads connect Faribault to other communities and more distant destinations.
Roadways that primarily move people and goods within Faribault, but also carry an important
volume of traffic include, 7th Street, Division Street, and Willow Street.

Severe crashes occur most often at the intersection of two higher volume roadways or along
roadways with a concentration of businesses with direct vehicular access to the street.
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Map 3: Faribault Traffic Volumes Crash Data
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AGE OF HOUSING STOCK
This map complements the data presented in a previous table about the age of the housing stock.
Each dot on the map signifies a detached single-family home. The color corresponds to the decade
the home was constructed.

As expected the areas of the City closest to the downtown consist mostly of homes more than 80
years old. However, the map also conveys how residential development has generally progressed
over the years. For example, due to a lack of barriers, such as rivers or rail road tracks, residential
development south of downtown has progressed in a consistent and contiguous manner as new
neighborhoods are developed.

This is in contrast to the northern and eastern residential areas of the City in which the newest
neighborhoods are more physical detached from well-established neighborhoods.

Understanding the patterns of residential development can help locate where strategic investments
can be made to assist in the up keep and maintenance of older housing stock.
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Map 3: Faribault Traffic Volumes Crash Data
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Map 4: Residential Property Values
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EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
Map 5 shows the distribution of jobs throughout Faribault by block. Although civic centers and
business parks tend to be the obvious areas of employment, this map also reveals how employment
is often more distributed than one would expect because institutions, such as hospitals and schools,
can be important sources of employment as well.

Not surprisingly, the business park on the north side of the City tends to consist of medium to
large sized employers, whereas the central and southern portions of the City have more small to
medium sized employers. Nevertheless, major employers are found throughout the City, such as the
Minnesota Correctional Facility in the east, the Jennie-O Turkey Store north of downtown, and the
Daikin facility on the north side.
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Map 5: Employment Density by Block
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B U I LT FO R M
Map 6 shows the physical footprint of structures. This map reveals the location and distribution of
the community’s largest buildings, the distribution of impervious surfaces, and the general character
of neighborhoods and districts given the orientation of buildings to one another and to the street.

The older portions of the City have smaller blocks, each containing numerous structures oriented
to close to one another. In the downtown area, this is especially evident as most of the blocks
along Central Avenue are covered by structures. In newer residential areas at the periphery of
development, the historic pattern of small blocks with small parcels and less space between
buildings has given way to larger blocks with more space between buildings.

The business park on the north side has many large industrial buildings surrounded by empty
space. This is contrast to the historic pattern of industrial development in which large facilities were
often situated near residential neighborhoods, which typically housed many of the workers at the
facility.
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Map 6: Built Form
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PARK SYSTEM
Parks are a vital component to the health and wellbeing of a community. They provide public spaces
in which to gather, recreate, and be active. They also help improve the community’s environment by
aiding water, air, and soil quality, manage stormwater, and provide critical habitats for wildlife and
vegetation.

Faribault has over 40 parks distributed throughout the City that address a variety of community
needs. The majority of parks in the system are smaller and meant to serve the needs of local
neighborhoods. Many of these parks consist of small open spaces, benches and tables, and a small
playground.

Faribault also has a number of larger community parks that in addition to providing basic
neighborhood-level amenities they contain more prominent amenities that draw users from
throughout the City. The system also contains a number of linear parks and greenways that
currently do not have any amenities but provide open space and/or could be improved in the future
as the community continues to grow.

In addition to facilities controlled by the Faribault Parks Department, there are numerous schools
and churches that have park-like amenities, such as ball fields, playgrounds, and courts that often
serve the needs of the broader community. In several instances, the City has agreements with the
school district to share such facilities.

Although not within Faribault’s corporate, there are nearby parks operated by Rice County and the
State of Minnesota that also provide park facilities that benefit the Faribault community. These are
Falls Creek Park, King Mill Park, Sakatah Lake State Park, Nerstand Big Woods, and Rice Lake
State Park.
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The following is an inventory of parks by type and presence of amenities:
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Bluebird Park
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Table 17: Faribault Park Amenities
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Map 7: Existing Park System
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LAND COVER
Map 8 displays the sensitive ecological areas in and near Faribault. Understanding where sensitive
ecological areas are located can inform where the optimal areas of new development should or
should not be located. They also potentially highlight where key natural assets are located, which
may need to be preserved and/or celebrated.

Areas north and west of Faribault include many open water, shallow marsh, and deep marsh areas.
In the eastern portion of Faribault, there are a number of areas with sensitive plant communities.
Southwest of Faribault, the land cover is generally devoid sensitive ecological areas.
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Map 8: Land Cover
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TOPOGRAPHY
Map 9 displays flood zones (100-year and 500-year), water land cover, and elevation or contour
lines for the City of Faribault. Water bodies, areas prone to flooding, and steep terrain are barriers
to movement and development. Understanding the topography of the community will inform where
future growth will have the least barriers. It also provides insight into the redevelopment potential of
sites or districts identified for change.
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Map 9: Topography
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